
HISTORY ESSAYS FOR LEAVING CERT

Leaving Cert and Junior Cert exam paper questions and marking schemes listed Late Modern History () for the Leaving
Cert is divided into six Irish.

So, to the writing part. I know, boring. When writing the extended essay for history or any essay, really :
Assume that your examiner knows nothing about the topic. A topic sentence indicates the theme of a main
body paragraph. For more tips on leaving cert history essay writing, refer to this target sheet. For each topic
sentence, list approximately 4 key terms to be used in the development. The Leaving Cert is a big,
evil-looking thing. Your extended essay, or whatever politically correct nonsense they call it now, is an
important part of the course. Have confidence in your own ability to write them. Choose something unusual,
different but for the love of all things good, choose something that you are interested in and can find good
research about. While it might not seem like much now, you writing that extended essay will help you later on,
I guarantee it. For example, it could be the last sentence of the previous paragraph. So, to round it up. Once the
plan is complete, begin writing your essay using information from your textbook, notes and online resources.
Fill your head with as much stuff as possible. However, in order to go beyond summary marks [4], you must
do more. Have confidence in your own writing skills, because I guarantee that you do have the ability. One
topic sentence can be used for 1 or 2 main body paragraphs. Take nothing for granted. Read, read, read, read,
ask, read, read and then read a little more. I know because I did. Below is a resource for planning a leaving
cert history essay using topic sentence. You can write about things, research them at your own pace and
produce the essay in your own way. The best thing you can do is cover all your bases, so to speak. Even if you
are, like me, not the best at remembering individual facts, try your best to absorb as much as you can about the
topic. A lot of the above goes for general essay writing across the board. Essay writing. Remember,
expressionless lump of clay.


